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Abstract

ies of logic programs suggest that they will be com
mon. Furthermore, for selections on separable recur
sions, our evaluation algorithm can outperform popu
lar general evaluation algorithms by a factor propor
tional to the size of the database.
Separable recursions are a subset of linear recur
sions, and include non-chain rules and non-binary
predicates. Section 2 gives a precise definition of sep
arable recursions; here we present two examples.

In this paper we consider evaluating queries on re
lations defined by a combination of recursive rules.
We first define separable recursions. We then give a
specialized algorithm for evaluating selections on sep
arable recursions. Like the Generalized Magic Sets
and Generalized Counting algorithms, this algorithm
uses selection constants to avoid examining irrelevant
portions of the database; however, on some simple
recursions this algorithm is 0(n ), whereas General
ized Magic Sets is Q(n2) and Generalized Counting is

Example 1.1 Suppose that we have a relation perfectF or(X ,Y) of people X and products Y such that
Y is perfect for X , and also two relations friend(X, Y)
and idol(X, Y ) of people X and their friends and idols

Q(2n).

Y. Furthermore, suppose that a person will buy a
product if it is perfect for them, or if their friend or
idol has bought it. Then the following recursion de
fines a relation buys(X, Y ) of people X and products
Y that they buy.

1 Introduction
Evaluation algorithms for queries on recursively de
fined relations can be divided into two classes: those
intended for a specific class of recursion, and those
intended for general recursions. This paper continues
research into algorithms for special classes of recur
sions. Developing specialized algorithms in addition
to general algorithms will be a “win” if the classes
for which we have specialized evaluation algorithms
are frequently used, and the specialized evaluation
algorithms are better than the general algorithms on
these recursions.
In this paper we identify a class of recursions called
“separable recursions.” While it is impossible to
be certain how frequently separable recursions will
appear in as-yet unavailable systems, initial stud-

n : buys(X ,Y ) friend(X ,W ) k buys{W ,Y).
r2: buys(X, Y) idol(X, W ) k buys(W, Y).
r$: buys(X ,Y ) :- perfectFor(X ,Y ).

This is a separable recursion.

B

Example 1 .2 Suppose now that someone will no
longer buy a product if their idol buys it, but that
they will buy a product if it is cheaper than another
product they will buy. Assuming that we have a re
lation cheaper(X,Y) of products X and Y such that
X is cheaper than Y, we can now define the relation
buys as follows:
r*i: buys(X ,Y ) frien d(X ,W ) k buys(W ,Y).
r2: buys(X ,Y ) buys(X, Z) k cheaper(Y, Z).
r3: buys(X ,Y ) :- perfectFor(X,Y).
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This is also a separable recursion. 0
Two currently popular evaluation algorithms are
Magic Sets [BMSU86,BR87] and Counting [BMSU86 ,
BR87,SZS6]. Section 4 discusses the relative worst
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with semi-naive evaluation, produces an instance of
our algorithm if the selection is on a “stable” variable
and the recursion is separable. As their algorithm ap
plies to recursions that are not separable but not to
all selections on separable recursions, their algorithm
also applies to a set of programs and queries incom
mensurate with that to which our separable recursion
evaluation algorithm applies.
As the algorithm presented here applies only to a
special class of recursions, it must supplement more
general algorithms such as Generalized Magic Sets
rather than replace them. However, because of its
superior performance on queries on separable recur
sions, and because it is computationally simple to de
tect separable recursions, we expect that this evalua
tion algorithm will be a useful component of a recur
sive query processor.

case performance of Magic Sets, Counting, and Sepa
rable on some general classes of separable recursions.
That section also shows that if n is the number of dis
tinct constants in the base relations mentioned in the
recursion, on the query buys(tom,Y)? on the relation
buys defined in Example 1.2, the Generalized Magic
Sets algorithm generates relations of size is f2(n~).
For the same query on the relation buys defined in
Example 1.1, the Generalized Counting Method gen
erates relations of size Q(2n). The evaluation algo
rithm presented here is 0 ( n ) for both queries.
In related work, Beeri et al. [BKBR87] suggest that
an evaluation algorithm uses a selection effectively if
it reduces the arity of the recursion, and prove that
a selection on a binary chain rule program can be
replaced by a monadic recursion if and only if the
underlying language for the program is regular. For
binary chain programs that are separable, this work
provides an algorithm to do so. However, there are
separable recursions that are not binary chain pro
grams; for such programs the connection between the
two papers is less obvious.
Chang [Cha81] presents an algorithm for evaluat
ing queries on relations defined by a system of regular
chain rules. As separable recursions do not include
mutually recursive predicates, but do include non
chain rules, the class of programs to which Chang’s al
gorithm applies and the class to which our algorithm
applies are incommensurate. Chang’s algorithm re
quires that the base relations be acyclic, and is f 2(n2)
on the queries in Examples 1.1 and 1.2. Minker and
Nicolas [MN82] note that Chang’s algorithm can be
extended to some nonlinear chain rule recursions.
Ilenschen and Naqvi [IIN84] note that for some spe
cial cases of single rule linear recursions (no “induced
part” or no “determined part”) their algorithm can
be simplified. Han and Henschen [I1H87] mention a
similar algorithm for computing selections on transi
tive closure queries. The separable recursion evalua
tion algorithm reduces to this simplification for these
special cases, but is more general in that it applies to
multiple rule recursions. The general Henschen and
Naqvi algorithm [HN84] fails for cyclic data and, like
generalized counting, is f2(2n) on the query in Exam
ple 1 . 1 .
The one-sided recursion evaluation algorithm in
Naughton [Nau87] and the separable algorithm are
identical for separable single rule recursions. How
ever, as not all one-sided recursions are separable and
not all separable recursions are one-sided, the one
sided evaluation algorithm and the separable evalua
tion algorithm apply to different classes of programs.
Aho and Ullman [AU79] present a technique of
pushing selections into fixpoints that, when combined

2 Separable Recursions
We consider queries on relations defined by functionfree pure horn clause programs. We use Prolog syn
tax, and require that the heads (consequent) of the
rules contain no repeated variables and no constants.
The predicates are divided into two types: IDB pred
icates, which appear in the head of some rule, and
EDB predicates, which appear in the head of no rule
and are defined by their extent.
If the predicate appearing in the rule head appears
exactly once in the rule body, then the rule is linear
recursive. The definition of an IDB predicate t is the
set of all rules in which t appears in the head. In
this paper we consider queries on relations defined by
one or more linear recursive rules rq through rn. We
assume without loss of generality that each definition
also contains a single nonrecursive rule re, and that
the body of re consists of the single predicate instance
<o- Furthermore, we assume that the definitions of the
predicates other than t do not depend on t — that is,
they are not mutually recursive with t. We will call
any predicate other than t a base predicate.
A query is some predicate instance, possibly con
taining variables and constants. The evaluation algo
rithm must return the set of all tuples of values for
the variables that make the query true.
The expansion of a predicate t is the set of all con
junctions of EDB predicates that can be generated
by some sequence of rule applications beginning with
applying some rule to t. To “apply” a rule to a con
junction of predicate instances, choose some predi
cate instance in the conjunction and some rule with a
head that unifies with that predicate instance. Then
replace the chosen predicate instance with the body
313
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f(X ,W o)p(W 0,Y ),
i(X ,W Q)p(W 0,Y ),
f(X ,W 0)f(W 0,W i)p (W i,Y ),
f(X ,W 0)i(W 0!W i)p(W i,Y ),
i(X ,W 0)f(W o,W i)p(W i,Y ),
i(X ,W 0)i(W 0,W 1)p(W 1,Y ),

Give all variables in rules subscript 0;

S := 0;
Fringe := { t };
whiletrue do
N ew Fringe := 0;
for each element e of Fringe do
S := S U {e with re applied};
for i := 1 to n do
N ew Fringe := N ew F ringe U

I

{e with r,- applied};

end;
end;
increment subscripts in all rules;
Fringe := N ew F ringe ;
endwhile;
Figure 1: Procedure Expand

of the chosen rule after the most general unifier has
been applied. For recursive predicates, the expansion
is infinite.
For the recursions considered in this paper, the ex
pansion can be generated by procedure Expand in
Figure 1. The input to that procedure is some recur
sion; the output is the infinite set S, the expansion of
that recursion.
The elements of an expansion are conjunctive
queries, and will be called strings. If a variable V
appears in the initial instance of t, then V is a dis
tinguished variable; otherwise, it is nondistinguished.
By our assumption that the heads of rules contain
no repeated variables, the unifications in line 7 and
10 of Procedure Expand can always be done by re
placing the variables in the heads of re or r,- by the
corresponding variable in the instance of the recur
sive predicate in e. As F ringe is initialized to the
instance of t containing the distinguished variables,
this implies that the distinguished variables will al
ways appear without subscripts, while the nondistin
guished variables will always appear with subscripts.
If
are the distinguished variables, and
W i , , Wj the nondistinguished variables, then the
relation specified by the string p\ . ■ .pn is
{(VT,..., K)|(3TTi, • • •, Wj)(p i A ... Apn)}
The recursively defined relation is the union of the
relations for the strings in the expansion.
Exam ple 2.1 The expansion of the definition in Ex
ample 1 .1 begins
P {X ,Y )
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Definition 2.1 A predicate instance pi is connected
to a predicate instance P2 if Pi shares a variable with
P2 , or shares a variable with a predicate instance con
nected to P2 Definition 2.2 A subset of predicate instances C is
a maximal connected set if
1. For every pair of predicate instances pi and P2
in C, pi and P2 are connected, and
2. No predicate instance in C shares a variable with
any predicate instance not in C.
Definition 2.3 Let r be a linear recursive rule and
let t be the recursive predicate in r. Then r contains
shifting variables if there is some variable X such that
X appears in position p in the instance of t in the head
of r and in position q in the instance of t in the body
of r, where p yt q.
Definition 2.4 (Separable Recursions) Let t be
defined by n recursive rules n through rn. Further
more, let if be the argument positions of t such that
in the instance of t at the head of rule r*, each argu
ment position in if shares a variable with a nonrecursive predicate in the body of rq. Similarly, let t\ be
the argument positions of t such that in the instance
of t in the body of rule r*, each argument position in
if shares a variable with a nonrecursive predicate in
the body of rt-. Then the definition of t is a separable
recursion if
1. For 1 < i < n, ri has no shifting variables, and
2. For 1 < i < n, if = if, and
3. For 1 < i < n and i < j < n, either if = if or if
and tj are disjoint, and
4. For 1 < * < n, removing the instance of i from
the body of rt- leaves a maximal connected set.
Section 5 discusses what happens when each of
these restrictions is removed. Note that Condition 3
of the above definition partitions the recursive rules
into equivalence classes, where rules r,- and rj are in

3

the same equivalence class if tf = tj . These equiv
alence classes can be evaluated essentially indepen
dently; this is the motivation for the term “separa
ble recursion.” If a separable recursion has n such
equivalence classes, we will denote these equivalence
classes e,, for 1 < i < n. The columns of t that
share variables with nonrecursive predicate instances
in equivalence class ej will be denoted by i|ei.
In general, there may be columns of t that share
variables with no equivalence class. These columns
are denoted t|pers, because the variables in these posi
tions are persistent , that is, they always appear in the
same position in the instances of t in Fringe through
out the expansion.

Algorithms

3.1 D etection Algorithms

Example 2.2 In Example 1.1, n — 2. The recursive
rules contain no shifting variables, so the recursion
satisfies Condition 1 of Definition 2.4. Also, buys*} =
{buys1}, buys*} = {buys1}, while buys!} = {buys1},
and buys\ = {¿ays1}, so that recursion satisfies Con
dition 2 of Definition 2.4. Condition 3 is satisfied
since {buys1}} = {buys 2 }■ Finally, removing the in
stance of buys from rq and r2 leaves a maximal con
nected set of size 1 in each case, so that recursion
satisfies Condition 4 of Definition 2.4. This recursion
has one equivalence class, e1; containing rules rq and
r2. Here t|ei is the first column of t, and t|pers is the
second.
In Example 1.2, there are again no shifting vari
ables, and we have buys*}
- . = {¿u^s1},
. . . . buys*}
. »i =
{¿ays1}, while buys!} = {buys2}, and buys*} —
{buys2}, so that recursion satisfies Conditions 1 and 2
of Definition 2.4. Also, {buys*}} and {buys*}} are dis
joint, so that recursion satisfies Condition 3. Finally,
removing the instance of buys from rq and r2 again
leaves a maximal connected set of size 1 in each case,
so that recursion is also separable. This recursion has
two equivalence classes, ei containing rq, and e 2 con
taining r2. Here t |ei is the first column of t, while t\e2
is the second and t p e r s is empty.
Definition 2.5 A selection on a separable recursion
is a full selection if either the query predicate contains
a constant in t |pers, or there is at least one equivalence
class e,- such that in the query predicate, all variables
in Vh{t\ei) are replaced by constants.

If an algorithm for a class of recursive definitions is to
be practical, we must have an efficient way of deter
mining whether or not a given recursion falls into the
class. To decide if a recursion is a separable recursion,
we have to verify each of the conditions of Definition
2.4. Below we give upper bounds on the time required
to do so using straightforward algorithms.
Let r be the number of rules in the recursion, k
be the maximum over all predicates occuring in the
recursion of the number of arguments of a predicate,
and let l be the maximum over all rules of the number
of predicates in the rule body.
Condition 1 can be verified in time 0 {k 2r) by, for
each rule, checking each variable in the head to see
where it appears (if at all) in the instance of the recur
sive predicate in the body. Similarly, condition 2 can
be verified in time 0 {k 2lr ) by, for each i, first iden
tifying tb (0 {k 2l)), then identifying t] (also 0 {k 2l)),
and finally checking that they are equal (0 ( i2).)
Once t*t and t\ have been identified, for 1 < i < n,
then condition 3 can be verified in 0 { k 2r2) by check
ing, for each i and for all j 7^ i, that either t*} = t*}
or tf and t *■ are disjoint. Finally, condition 4 can be
verified in time 0 { r k 2l2) by, for each i and each pred
icate instance pin rq, checking each argument of p to
see if it shares a variable with some other predicate
instance p' in rq.
Clearly, the above can be improved upon. The im
portant thing to notice, however, is that the parame
ters r, k, and / refer to the rules and predicates in the
recursion, not to the database. If we let n be the size
of the database, in general we expect n to be much
larger than r, l, or k. Hence the time to evaluate the
query, which is proportional to n, will dominate the
time to verify that the recursion is separable. Put an
other way, spending time that is a small polynomial
in the size of the query to deduce that an algorithm
that is 0(n ) can be used instead of one that is 0 (n 2)
or even 0 (2n) will be a “win” in almost all cases.

3.2 The Evaluation Algorithm
We begin with a motivating abstract example. Con
sider the recursion
t{X ,Y ) ai(A ,W ) k t{W ,Y).
t(X, Y) a2(X, W) k t(W, Y).

In this paper we consider only full selections. The
extension to selections that are not full is straight
forward and is discussed in [Nau88b]. (A selection
that is not full is one that binds only a subset of the
columns of an equivalence class.)

t ( X , Y ) t(X, W) k bi(W,Y).
t{X ,Y ) : - t ( X , W ) k b2(W,Y).
t ( X ,Y ) : - t 0(X ,Y ).
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This is a separable recursion. Ignoring variables, the
elements of the expansion can be described by the
regular expression (ai + a 2)*fo(&i + b2)*.
Suppose that we wish to evaluate the query
t(xo,Y )?. Then, after substituting xo for X in each
string, the strings of the expansion can be evaluated
from left to right, using the selection constant to
restrict the first lookup and shared variables to re
stricted subsequent lookups. The answer to the query
is the union of the values for Y , which will appear in
column 2 of the last predicate of the string.
Every value that could be passed to to in the eval
uation of some string of the expansion can be found
by the following algorithm:
carryi := {¡e0};
seen i := carryi ;
while carryi not empty do
carryi ■— ir3(carryi txii=i ai)U
ir3(carryi x 1=1 a2);
carryi := carryi ~ seeni;
seeni := seeni U carryi;
endwhile;

1

)

2)

3)
4)
5)

)
7)

6

8)

9)

init ca rryi ;

seeni := carryi
while carryi not empty do
carryi := fi(carryi);
carryi := carryi — seeni;
seeni := seeni U carryi;

endwhile;

carry2 := g2(seeni);

seen 2 := carry2;
10 ) while carry2 not empty do
11 )
12)

carry2 := f 2(carry2);
carry2 := carry2 — seen2;
seen 2 := seen2 \J carry2;

13)
14) endwhile;
15) ans seen2;

Figure 2: A schema for evaluating full selections on
separable recursions.
Figure 2 gives a general schema for evaluating a
full selection on a separable recursion. The carry,-,
the seeni, and ans are relation-valued variables. The
f i , gi , and h are relational operators. In addition to
the arguments listed, the /¿, y,-, and h may involve
relations and constants appearing in the rules and in
the query.
We assume that the rules are “rectified,” that is,
they have been re-written so that heads of the rules
are identical and contain no repeated variables. (The
term “rectified” is from Ullman [U1188].) Further
more, we assume that the rules are re-written so that
if t\ = t3b, then the variables in corresponding posi
tions of t\ and t3b are identical.
For convenience we will describe how the operators
are generated from the rules using Datalog notation
rather than relational algebra. For example, instead
of writing p := itii3{p cx2~i q) we will write p (X ,Y )
:= p(X, W) & q{W, V). This is not a Datalog rule; in
particular, it is not a fixpoint equation. The right side
of the statement is evaluated, and assigned to the left
side, once. For convenience we extend the notation
to allow unions and differences on the right side. For
example, p(X, Y) := q(X, Y) U r(X, V) assigns the
union of the relations q and r to p.
Let there be n equivalence classes ej.,...,e„. To
describe how the schema in Figure 2 is instantiated,
we will use the following notation:
• Let the rules in equivalence class e*,. be r^i, r^o,
■ i’kmk- We represent the nonrecursive predi
cate instances in the body of the rule r^i by a*,,-.

In the above, carryi and seeni are unary, relation
valued variables. At the end of the algorithm, seeni
contains all values that will be passed to to in any
string of the expansion.
By taking tt3(seeni !Xi=i to), we get all values that
can be passed from to to an instance of &i or b2 in any
string of the expansion. Thus the following algorithm
finds all values that appear at the right end of some
string (the Y values):
carry2 := 7r3(seeni txii=i t 0);
seen2 := carry2;

while carry2 not empty do
carry2 := ir3(bi ixi2=i carry 2)U
*■ 3(62 »<2=1 carry2);
carry2 := carry2 —seen2;
seen2 := seen2 U carry2;
endwhile;
Here carry2 and seen2 are again unary, relation
valued variables. At the end of this algorithm, seen2
will be the answer to the query.
There is no need to record how a tuple got into
seeni or seen2; this independence of the evaluation
of the a and b parts of the recursion is crucial to the
efficiency of the separable recursion evaluation algo
rithm. Note also that the above evaluation procedure
only looks at tuples along a path from xo, and it ex
amines each tuple at most once.
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• For 1 < k < n, let Vh(t|et) be the variables that
appear in t\ek in the head of the rules in e *, in the
order in which they appear in t\ek in the heads
of the rules.
• For 1 < k < n, let Vi,(t|efc) be the variables that
appear in t\ek in the body of the rules in e*, in the
order in which they appear in t\ek in the bodies
of the rules.
• Let V (t |pers) be the variables that appear in
t1p e r s •
• Let xo be the selection constant, and let X be the
variable that appears in the selected-on column
in the heads of the rules. (In general xq and X
will be vectors of constants and variables.)
If the selection constants appear in t\pers, then re
place lines 1-7 of Figure 2 with the single statement
seeni(xo) and create a dummy equivalence class ei,
setting V(t |ei) = X , the where X is the vector of
variables replaced by the selection constants in the
query. Also, delete the positions in which the vari
ables X appeared from t \pers, and renumber the other
equivalence classes so there is only one ei.
If the selection constants do not appear in i|pers,
then without loss of generality assume that the se
lection constants appear in t\ei. We create a pair of
relation-valued variables carryi and seen\. These re
lation variables have one column for each variable in
Vh{i\ei)- The carry initialization statement (line 1 in
Figure 2) is the fact
carryi(Vh(t \ei));
with the variables in V/,(f|ei)) replaced by the cor
responding selection constants. The carry extension
operator fi (line 4 of Figure 2) is given by

carryi(tom)\
seeni(W) := carryi(W);
while carryi not empty do
carryi(W ) := ca rryi(X ) k f ( X ,W )U
ca rryi(X ) k i( X ,W );
carryiiW ) := carry\{W ) — seen i{W );
seeni(W ) := seeni(W ) U carryi(W )\
endwhile;
carry2(Y ) := seeni(X) k p (X ,Y ) U p(tom,Y)\
seen2(Y) := carry2( Y );
ans(Y ) := seen2(Y);
Figure 3: The instantiated separable recursion algo
rithm for Example 1.1.
Finally, the answer operator h is given by
ans .— seen2(Vh(t\e2), • • • 1 b)a(f |e„)> ^(f jper5)),
where ans contains all the variables from the head of
the rule except V/,(f|ei)).
E xam ple 3.1 On the query buys(tom, ?) on the re
cursion of Example 1.1, the evaluation algorithm pro
duced by instantiating the schema is shown in Figure
3.
For the same query on the recursion of Example
1 .2, instantiating the schema produces the algorithm
of Figure 4. fl

carrt/i(Vt(i|ei)) :=
an k carry1 (Vfc(t|eJ ) U ...U a lmi&carn/1 (V'/i(<|e1));
Next create another pair of relation-valued vari
ables carry2 and seen2. These variables have one
column for each variable in the concatenation of
Vh(t\e2) , . - . , V h(t\en),V(t\pers). The initialization of
carry 2 is
carry2(Vh(t\e2) , . . . , V ( t \ en),V(t\per,)) :=
t 0 k seeni(Vft(t|ei)) U i0;
where the final instance of to has the selected-on vari
ables replaced by the corresponding constants. The
carry extension operator f 2 (line 11 of Figure 2) is
given by
carry2{Vh(t\e2) , V h(t\en),V(t\pers)) :=
U ”=2 Uj=i aijkcarry2(yb(t\e:l) , V b(t |e„), V(t |pers));
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T heorem 3.1 The separable recursion evaluation al
gorithm produced by instantiating the schema in Fig
ure 2 terminates and correctly evaluates any selection
of the form “column = constant” on any separable re
cursion.
Proof: The proof proceeds by demonstrat
ing the equivalence between the relation pro
duced by the instantiated separable recur
sion algorithm and the relation that is the
union of the relations for the strings in the
expansion of the recursion. The details can
be found in [NauSSb], |

4 Comparison
There are a number of measures one can use to com
pare algorithms. An important measure is the “fo
cus” of an algorithm, that is, how well it uses selec
tion constants to limit the portion of the database
searched. Here we ignore this measure, as the three

D efinition 4.3 Let R be a separable recursion, and
let ei be an equivalence class of R. Then the width of
ei, written u/(ei), is the number of columns in t |e, .

carryi (tom );
seeni(W ) := carryi(W )\
while carryi n°t empty do
carryi(W ) := carryi(X ) & f ( X ,W );
carry\{W ) := carryi(W ) — seeni(IT);
seeni(W ) := seeni(W ) U ca 7’rj/i(IT);
endwhile;
carry2(Y) := seen i(X ) & p{X , Y ) U p(tom, Y);
seen^iZ) := carry2(Z );
while carry2 not empty do
carry2(Y ) := carry2(Z) & c(Y ,Z );
carry2(Y ) := carry2(Y ) — see?i2(Y);
seen 2(y ) := seen2(Y )U carry2(Y)',
endwhile;
ans(Y) := seen 2(Y); '■

Lem m a 4.1 For all k > 0 and p > 0, for any re
cursion R in Sp, on any query Q on the recursive
relation of R, if ei is the equivalence class such that
the selection constants of Q appear in t |ei, then Sep
arable is O^nuucMoi).*-1)) on Q.
Lem m a 4.2 For all k > 0 and p > 0, there is a
recursion R in Sp, and a query Q on R, such that
Generalized Magic Sets is 0 (n k) on Q.
Note that as u>(ei) < k, max(u>(ei),& — 1) < k,
so by this measure, Separable is never worse than
Generalized Magic Sets.

Figure 4: The instantiated separable recursion algo
rithm for Example 1.2.

Lem m a 4.3 For all k > 0 and p > 0, there is a
recursion R in S k, and a query Q on R, such that
Generalized Counting is 0 (p n) on Q.

algorithms are equivalent in that respect. Instead,
we focus on the size of the relations generated by
each algorithm in the course of answering a query. In
[Nau88a] we give empirical average case performance
figures for the evaluation algorithms on some repre
sentative recursions; here we consider the worst-case
figures for classes of separable recursions.
Of course, we must be more precise about what we
mean by “relations generated by an algorithm.” The
difficulty is that one can put an arbitrary projectjoin query into the body of a recursive rule. Clearly,
we cannot put a bound on the size of relations con
structed in solving an arbitrary project-join query.
Because of this, we focus on the relations that the
algorithms would produce even if the bodies of the
recursive rule consisted only of a single, nonrecursive
predicate, and the recursive predicate. For exam
ple, Separable generates carryi, carry2, seeni, seen2,
and ans. Generalized Magic Sets constructs magic
and t, the original recursive predicate. Generalized
Counting produces couni and a modified version of t .

The proofs for these lemmas appear in [Nau88b],
Here we illustrate the lemmas with queries on the
recursions in Examples 1.2 and 1.1.
On the recursion of Example 1.2, and the query
buys(tom ,Y )? the Generalized Magic Sets algorithm
[BR87] will generate the rules
magic(tom).
m agic(W ) m agic(X) & frien d (X ,W ).
bu ys(X ,Y )
buys(X, Y )

m agic(X) & perfectFor(X,Y).
m agic(X) & frien d (X ,W ) &
buys{W ,Y).
bu ys(X ,Y ) m agic(X) & bu ys(X ,Z ) &
cheaper(Z, Y ).
Let the relation frien d contain the tuples (ai =
to m ,a2),{^a2,a f ) ,...,( a n^ i,a n). Also, let cheaper
consist of the tuples (bn, 6n_ i ) , . . . , (b2,bi) and perfectFor consist of the tuple (an,bn). At the end of
the evaluation of these rules, buys will contain the
n2 tuples (a i,b j), for 1 < i ,j < n. Thus Magic Sets
generates relations that are fi(n2).
On the recursion of Example 1.1 and the query
t(to m ,Y )?, the Generalized Counting Method [BR87,
SZ86] constructs (among others) the rules

D efin ition 4.1 Let S k be the class of all separable
recursions with p recursive rules and a recursive pred
icate of arity k.
D efin ition 4.2 Let R be a recursion, let Q be a
query on the recursively defined relation of R, let n
be the number of distinct constants in the base rela
tions of R, and let M be a query evaluation method.
Then we say that M is 0 ( f ( n )) on Q if, in evaluating
Q, M constructs only relations of size 0 (f(n )).

count{ 1 , 1 , 1, tom).
count(i + l,2 j,2 k ,W )

co u n t(i,j,k ,X ) &
frien d(X , W ).
count(i + 1 ,2j + 1 ,2k, W ) count(i, j,k , X ) &
idol(X, W ).
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Consider the sample database in which both the re
lation frien d and the relation idol contain the tuples
(ai,a2), ( 02 , 03), • • •, (an-i,a„). At the end of evalu
ating these rules the count relation contains the tu
ples (i,j, 2,- 1,oi) for 1 < i < n, 2l_1 < j < 2‘. Thus
Generalized Counting is fi(2n). This implies that a
30 tuple database can generate a several gigabyte re
lation.
O 11 both of the preceding queries, the separable
recursion algorithm generates only monadic relations.
If the friend, idol, and cheaper relations contain n
distinct constants, then no more than 0 {n ) tuples
can appear in these monadic relations. Hence the
separable algorithm is O(n) on both of the queries
above.

5 Conclusion
We have demonstrated that for some separable recur
sions, the separable recursion evaluation algorithm
is significantly more efficient than Magic Sets and
Generalized Counting. However, as the separable al
gorithm is limited in applicability, it must be used
to supplement these more general algorithms rather
than to replace them.
In view of the performance comparison in Section
4, it is interesting to attempt to apply the separa
ble evaluation algorithm to more general recursions.
Perhaps the most promising direction is to attempt
to generalize the separable evaluation algorithm to
non-linear recursions and to recursions that contain
mutually recursive predicates. We are currently in
vestigating this possibility.
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